This paper reviews the evolution and the historical milestones/breakthroughs of electromagnetic energy conversion techniques over the years with an emphasis on low-density energy-harvesting technologies. Finally, a technological outlook of the performances that can be expected from different device technologies is assessed and discussed. Since the proposed spindiode technology would present the most promising device platform in the development of the most useful ambient energy harvesters, a special highlight of this disruptive scheme is provided in the presentation of this work.
I. INTRODUCTION
Our world has been facing a series of major and serious energy-related challenging issues because of a continued and expanded industrialization as well as a seemingly endless and sometimes egoistical material consumption of human activities. On the one hand, ever more energy is needed to sustain the development of human society in connection with better productivity [1] , better economic output [2] , and better health [3] , [4] , especially in developing countries. On the other hand, our human footprint should be shrunken as much as possible to preserve the living conditions provided by nature. Air pollution, for example, should be reduced to a possible minimum because of its responsibility for most of the energy-related health issues [5] , [6] .
The first power plants were built to fuel the development of our modern society at a time when the demand for electricity was geographically concentered. However, the energy production, consumption, and transportation model is very different today [7] : the demand for electricity is in an unprecedented increase for powering portable and embedded devices, which are now geographically distributed. Consequently, those large, centralized electricity generation plants and heavy transportation systems (grids) are no longer suitable for supporting the sustainable development of current and emerging generations of small, mobile, countless, and scattered devices and agents.
The true solution to this problem necessitates, among others, an effective implementation (at the location where the energy is needed) of microscaled sources that are able to harvest ambient energy. This is really a technological challenge because this type of energy is usually of low density and weak compared to our common power supply. Nevertheless, this type of source truly meets the social and technological demand for long-term and sustainable development if successfully harvestable and used. This is because it harnesses an energy that is already distributed in space, and it is basically omnipresent. In fact, harvesting the surrounding or ambient energy is the natural survival strategy of most of the living species on Earth. Most exploitable ambient energies can be found in solar radiation (electromagnetics) and physical movements (mechanics), and they are successfully being harnessed with solar panels [8] (found, for example, in some calculators) and kinetic energy harvesters [9] (found, for example, in some pendulum-watches), respectively.
Like air, water, and minerals, electromagnetics present an extremely important natural resource for human life and social development, which has been particularly in support of data delivery, parameter sensing, and energy transmission through various wired and wireless platforms. This low-power density but omnipresent electromagnetic radiation originated from various human activities can thus also be harnessed.
Regardless of energy sources, the harvester, in most cases, heavily depends on the diode, which eventually enables switching-type conversion [like direct current to direct current (dc-dc) or alternating current to direct current (ac-dc) conversion] [10] . The diode (formerly known as ''crystal rectifier,'' or simply ''rectifier'') is a conceptual element supposed to react differently depending on the sign of the voltage across it.
The virtues of the diode are too present in our life to be noticed but the development of our modern society is strongly related to the evolution of the rectifier, which cannot be ignored. In total, 18 Nobel Prizes have been awarded in relation with the discovery and development of rectifier devices (diodes) and their technologies [11] - [36] The impact of those nonlinear technologies on our society is truly striking: without them, electronic signal could not be processed, and electric current would just be useful enough for powering motors, heaters, and light bulbs. Without diode effects, there are no transistors and all the digital world along with them.
The diode presents a cornerstone of green energy. It has a central role in the converter modules that are very important in the harvesting and conversion process. Diodes can be found in solar panel harvesters, wind/ ocean-wave energy harvesters, thermal harvesters, kinetic energy harvesters, radio-frequency (RF) and electromagnetic energy harvesters, and so forth.
Interestingly, the current diode technologies have become the fundamental cause of limitation when one attempts to shrink the size of a harvester and/or harness a low-power energy such as ambient electromagnetic energy. As a series of applications are anticipated and emerging (low duty-cycle mobile devices, ubiquitous wireless-enabled electronics), low electrical power (less than microwatts or milliwatts) needs to be harvested and provided with efficiency and effectiveness. The fast-paced Moore's lawgoverned progress in complementary metal-oxidesemiconductor (CMOS) technology node and microelectronic system developments suggests that microwatts and nanowatts low-power electronics are becoming more and more vital for future wireless devices, and systems such as hugely expected fifth-generation wireless systems and beyond that will integrate together the wireless data communications and internet of omnidistributed things. Therefore, the effective harvesting and practical use of an ambient electromagnetic energy in powering those mobile and wireless devices will become a reality in a not-sodistant future. Generally speaking, the harvested RF energy may be able to provide an input power in the order of tens of microwatts or less. At this power level, RF-to-dc conversion (or rectification) is quite inefficient. But the problem does not originate from the RF harvesting circuitry, which is not affected by the power level. Instead, the core of the RF-to-dc converter, a nonlinear device, is so influenced by input power that all the RF circuits are designed according to it and its surroundings. A theoretical conversion efficiency close to 100% would be attainable if not limited by this core element.
To understand the operation of rectifier devices and their limitation as power harvesters, this paper first reviews the milestone work and technological evolution of those devices over the years. Since power sources and enduser devices (the device to be powered by harvester) also play a key role in the harvesting process, they are also addressed briefly. This paper provides a global insight into the evolution of and the relationship between diode technology, ambient RF power, and power requirement of end-user device, which highlights why RF energy harvesting has been of interest only since the beginning of this century. Typical sources of ambient RF power are identified to derive metrics necessary to assess the involved rectifier technologies. The main and unified metric is theoretically derived and concerned with the zero-bias short-circuit current responsivity. The devices are compared on the basis of this responsivity in a chronological chart of diode evolution. Toward the end of the paper, a general comparison of practical rectifier devices with consideration of their parasitic components for the case of harvesting a WiFi ambient signal is summarized and discussed. This paper addresses various aspects of diode technologies with the perspective of ambient RF energy harvesting. Most of the analysis presented in this work also holds true for zero bias power detection where high sensitivity is required. The goal of this paper is not detailing a comprehensive history of diode research and development but rather synthesizing application requirements on the one hand and the existing diode technologies on the other hand, to bridge the fundamental gap between the electronic device/diode research and the RF power-harvesting development. The bright future of emerging diodes based on Spintronics for ambient electromagnetic energyharvesting applications and low-power ultrarapid electronics is also pointed out.
II. OVERVIEW OF RF ENERGY HARVESTING

A. Sources Responsible for Ambient RF Energy Generation
Electromagnetic radiation-based ambient power harvesting implies that the RF energy is not created deliberately and sent on purpose, but it is rather omnipresent in the ambient because of numerous natural reasons and human activities (for example, natural radiation phenomena, wireless communication and sensing, radio and TV broadcasting). Natural electromagnetic radiation involves blackbody radiation [37] , where the most powerful source even at RF is the sun for our Earth environment. As a matter of fact, the solar irradiance amounts to 1 Â 10
À16
(W/cm 2 Â Hz) at microwave frequencies [38] , which, for example, corresponds to 10 nW/cm 2 over a frequency band of 100 MHz. The natural radiation also occasionally encompasses storm electromagnetic activities. One of the first radio receivers was a lighting recorder [39] .
On the other hand, white noise from sparks was harnessed to build RF generators with fair efficiency (20%-60%) once the human began to understand the potential of radiowaves [40] . Thus, only one decade after the first demonstration of wireless telegraphy through the Atlantic Ocean [41] , many Poulsen arc generators of tens of kilowatts were in service for broadcasting at above 100 kHz [42] . By 1919, the Federal Telegraph Company was already fabricating a wireless system capable of broadcasting 1 MW [40] of signal power (Fig. 1) . Those systems were built up on different continents by the U.S. Navy to provide a worldwide contact with the U.S. fleet.
As time went on, such extremely bulky arc generators were then replaced by more efficient and relatively smaller vacuum tubes made in different forms and technologies [43] . In the pre-World War II times, most microwave research activities were triggered by radar applications. In this context, magnetron [44] and klystron [45] were remarkably disruptive technologies at that time. Then, the invention and subsequent rapid development of extremely small, highly efficient, and solid-stately integrated transistors driven by low voltage [46] have led to the emergence of much higher operating frequency, significantly lower cost, and widely popular broadcasting stations and mobile phone systems. In addition to the solid-state deviceenabled telecommunication services, classical radar has tremendously benefited from the solid-state device technologies for its own wide-ranged developments from highpowered military systems to low-powered commercial applications.
Year after year, RF base stations have gradually mapped every possible territory to ensure a wide network coverage Hemour and Wu: Radio-Frequency Rectifier for Electromagnetic Energy Harvesting for various wireless consumers from broadcasting radio listeners to cell phone users. Some rough reported estimates of typical transceiver front-ends in service, for recent years, are summarized in Table 1 . In particular, the consumer communication market is so much developed that in almost every single urban or human crowd area on the planet intended and nonintended radio-wave activities can be expected to be omnipresent. Fig. 2 gives an example of such wireless activities in a typical ambient environment. A power density level in the order of 10 nW/cm 2 can be usually observed over certain frequency ranges for which broadcasting and wireless mobile systems have actively been deployed. Of course, such an RF power density is not always constant and uniform over space and time because of multipath electromagnetic wave propagation effects, nonuniform base-station grids, and various human-related movements. These omnipresent ambient electromagnetic sources have created an unprecedented opportunity for RF power harvesting and energy renewal or recycling. Generally speaking, narrowband signals are appropriate in connection with highquality factor (high-Q) harvester circuits, and they are available all the time, which is highly desirable for most applications.
B. Power Metrics of Energy Harvesting
The utilization of a harvested energy can be made in so many different manners that it would be difficult or even impossible to present a comprehensive perspective on the power usage of every application. This is because of a variety of metrics or figures of merit on the power expenditure. In this case, we choose to rely on the metrics of Koomey [51] that are able to describe the evolution of the electrical efficiency of computer technology running at full load (Fig. 3) . The adopted metrics account for not only the processing energy but also every part of the system: RAM, hard drive, to name a few of them. It can create a relatively realistic portrait regarding the evolution of digital electronic technology that is being used in our nearly every today's electronic application. The micro-Joule unit chosen here, for example, is equivalent to harvesting of À20-dBm RF power along with 10% rectification efficiency (1-W dc power) during 1 s. In a similar fashion as the well-popularized Moore's law, the tendency seen in Fig. 3 suggests that, at a fixed computing load, the amount of a requested harvesting energy would fall by a factor of two every year and a half. Interestingly, this plotted evolution inherently explains also why the field of RF energy harvesting is relatively new and emerging. As a matter of fact, the idea that the RF harvested energy is worthwhile and eventually becomes useful has been considered only for the last 15 years or since the beginning of this century. This indirectly suggests that early attempts by many researchers including the pioneered work of Tesla were deemed to fail and basically produce zero commercial interest in connection with applications at that time.
C. RF Power-Harvesting Case
With reference to the previous arguments and observations, the utilization of a harvested RF power from the ambient environment should cope with two real-life challenges: 1) low (less than 10 nW/cm 2 ) RF power density; and 2) limited computational capabilities.
The problem related to a low amount of RF radiated power can be alleviated by storing the harvested energy into battery cell or even in supercapacitor. Of course, this is a slow and time-sensitive process. The second issue implies that merely simple operations can reasonably be expected from the harvested power, which may perfectly concur with the power consumption profile of wireless sensors. This means that only powering low duty cycle devices is meaningful for current applications. Moreover, the size of an RF energy harvester is usually designed to be small as compared to that of other harvestable sources of energy (thermal, mechanical, etc.). It is well known that an antenna or antenna array can be enlarged and designed to coherently capture more wireless energy, which could present an approach to enhancing the received power. However, it is not appropriate as the size of the power harvester will be too large to be practical. Fig. 3 provides a very optimistic outlook into the future where it will be expected to improve the smartness of sensors and execute the current operation with less power. Nevertheless, this projection would project light on the limitation of current power harvesters. To be specific, it becomes more and more possible to operate with less power thanks to the advancement of device technologies. Unfortunately, the harvesters would fail to harvest lower power. Fig. 4 clearly shows how current harvesters are hurdled at low power (W). This limitation is solely caused by the inherent physical and electrical properties of rectifier devices used in the design of harvesters for the RF-to-dc power conversion. It is thus important to take a dive into rectifier technology to understand their fundamental limitations and strengths.
III. OVERVIEW OF RECTIFICATION TECHNOLOGIES
The rectifier device is a device or a circuit that converts RF-to-dc signal/power. The core conversion mechanism lies in the physics of a deployed nonlinear junction. Transistors may be used to accomplish the rectifying functions, for example, CMOS-based rectifiers. Judging from the conversion efficiency and power management, a diode is definitely the mainstream technology for the design and development of various rectifiers. To formulate a comprehensive representation of the rectifying techniques, this section will look into the historical milestones and background of rectifier development. This allows us to discuss and spell out the strength and limitation of each rectifying technology. Only the physical mechanisms for rectification existing at zero bias are considered since they are of interest to true RF and wireless power-harvesting applications. A nonzero bias rectifying operation requires external energy and is therefore not suitable for RF energy-harvesting applications.
As was already understood 14 decades ago (1875), different materials brought in contact can result in a ''deviation from Ohm's law'' [53] . This is the physical foundation for the formation of diodes and transistors. Today, there are four fundamental diode technologies, which are competing to offer the highest deviationVnamely, currentvoltage nonlinearityVthat is responsible for RF-to-dc power conversion. These developed technologies are presented in Fig. 5 , and their enabling material combinations are indexed in Table 2 . As will be demonstrated in Section IV, the most critical parameter to evaluate the rectifying capabilities of a diode technology is the short circuit current responsivity. This parameter is a direct function of the IðVÞ characteristic curvature and is defined in (7), formulated in Section IV. Throughout this section, as well as in Fig. 5 , the responsivity will be used to show and characterize the evolution of rectification over the years. Some of the points drawn in this figure are extracted from early reports of current-voltage data that were presented graphically. The extraction of current responsivity implies the second-order derivative of such a Color and shape of the scatters stand for which nonlinear device a circuit of interest is based on. (Figure from [52] .) curve. The discretization (then digitalization) of the IðVÞ curves thus becomes a source of error for data accuracy. In fact, Fig. 5 is intended neither to be comprehensive nor to report a quantitative evolution of rectifiers, but rather to shed light on the trends of the progress in this connection, aside with the technological milestones that enable it.
The most efficient way to deviate from Ohm's law is to restrict the normal flow of electron using a barrier of potential. Depending on the structural topology, the electron will likely move across the barrier by a thermal activation (for example, Schottky diode) or tunnel the barrier [for example, tunnel diode, metal-insulator-metal (MIM) diode, spindiode] by a physical effect.
The ''deviation from Ohm's law'' was first reported in 1874-1875 by Ferdinand Braun and Arthur Schuster [53] , [54] . However, it remained a pure academic curiosity for two decades. In fact, it is only after the world realized the potential of radiowaves in 1901 on the day of the first transatlantic wireless transmission [55] , that the interest in RF signal detection and rectification gathered real enthusiasm that stimulated a series of great inventions in connection with diode and device technology.
A. Early Non-Schottky Devices
The devices briefly described in this section can deliver neither zero-bias rectification nor RF energy harvesting. For this reason, they are not even mentioned in Fig. 5 . Nevertheless, as they were part of the early development landscape of RF signal detection, they played a major role during the course of rectifier development.
The micrometer spark gap resonator was first used to detect a radiowave. Employed by Heinrich R. Hertz during his groundbreaking investigations, it had a very limited sensitivity and the received signal had to be strong enough to ionize the air between the two conducting electrodes. The spark gap was mounted in series with a loop antenna [ Fig. 6(a) ]. To evaluate the magnitude of a received power, Hertz was adjusting the gap distance with a fine micrometer screw [57] . Used up to tens of meters of transmission distance, this detector could not have any commercial application, but was setting the decisive milestone to experimentally confirm the validity of Maxwell's equations and stimulate the subsequent RF and electromagnetic explorations and exploitations for various applications.
Things radically changed when, in 1890, Édouard Branly observed that an electromagnetic wave could change the ability of metal filings to conduct electricity [58] . Based on this fact, he built up a device that Oliver 
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Lodge named ''coherer'' after its physical mechanism: In idle state, the metal filing tube had a large resistance, but when subject to a radio signal, the filing (usually a mixture of nickel and silver) would cohere, inducing a drop in resistance. The drawback of this technology was that after the filing it did not return to its initial state. In an attempt to solve the problem, Lodge added a ''tapper arm'' that would periodically dislodge clumped filings [ Fig. 6(b) ]. This detector was soon used by Guglielmo Marconi for his ship-to-shore communication system that became widely used in the first years of the 20th century. The coherer even served as a detector for the first Hülsmeyer radar in 1904 [59] . Unfortunately, the coherer could not discriminate (rectify) the magnitude of signal, and could not be used as a detector for continuous waves.
To overcome the drawback of the coherer, John Ambrose Fleming investigated the rectifying effect of the thermionic emission for the Marconi Company. Thermionic emission was first observed in 1873 by Frederick Guthrie and later rediscovered by Thomas Edison during his work on incandescent light bulb with carbon filament. Edison did not understand the phenomenon and presumed it to be a current of charged carbon particle, and then halted the investigation on this effect [60] . Fleming, who earlier worked for Edison, realized in 1903 that thanks to the thermionic emission, electrons were able to flow only in one direction. He improved the device design and performance, and patented it under the name of ''oscillation valve'' [61] for its rectifying capability [ Fig. 7(a) ]. When the filament material was heated up to a high enough temperature, some of its electrons were gaining enough kinetic energy to literally boil off the surface toward the plate. The oscillation valve had a strong impact on the radio detection/reception business, and became gradually widely accepted and used.
Lee De Forest, a competitor of Marconi Company at that time, was quite interested in the vacuum tube of Fleming, and tried to repatent it in the United States [62] . As he was concerned with a patent infringement lawsuit, he tried to modify the topology of the tube to bypass the Fleming's patent [61] . He eventually inserted a third electrode ''grid'' [Fig. 7(b) ] into the space between the cathode and the anode which improved the device operation, and applied for a new patent in early 1907 [63] . Although De Forest did not understand well the operation of his triode (named ''audion'' at that time), it is probably the greatest invention of the 20th century because it is the first device that could amplify an electric signal. The triode later evolved into the tetrode, the pentode, and other types of valves, thus making an efficient use of the thermionic emission. Thanks to the versatility (rectification, amplification, etc.) and high performance of the devices, the ''vacuum tube era'' lasted more than 50 years until the emerging of solid-state technologies. However, the constant need for a battery was making it ''unhandy,'' if not inoperable, for many applications. Finally, because of the transit time of electrons, the device was not suitable for microwave frequencies.
1) Cat Whisker, Point-Contact Rectifiers: When the Branly's coherer started to be used commercially, nonlinear resistances, provoked by two different materials in contact, had already been reported for a while. The coherer had been exactly what was necessary to stimulate research on an RF detector: 1) sensitive enough to be used commercially as well as to show the potential applications of radiowaves to a grand public; and 2) so imperfect that significant research was necessary to find a better detector. In search for viable RF rectifier, researchers started to tryand-error different material combinations. In less than a decade, the main rectifier devices were found (Fig. 8 ). To achieve a good contact between two solids, they soon realized that much stain should be applied to the contact so not to leave any ''gap'' between materials at the atomic level. At a given force, the pressure could be increased by reducing the point contact area. Therefore, most of the designs moved toward a very thin metal wire (''cat whisker'') pushed by a spring upon the crystal surface. But the contact was built from raw crystal materials, which had a nonuniform surface property. The devices were thus usually fabricated with some mechanical degree of liberty: the operator would modify (more or less by luck) the arrangement to find a suitable spot for rectification.
The quality of the interface between the materials of interest could not be controlled, and it is now impossible to tell what conduction mechanism was then responsible for the nonlinear current-voltage behavior. However, it is believed that, in most cases, the electron transport was done by a thermal activation (thermionic emission) (Fig. 9) , as its height became varied upon the input RF signal magnitude.
Actually, the first metal-semiconductor contact-based rectifier did not use the cat whisker but a liquid instead. This device, the iron-mercury ''autocoherer'' (also called ''Italian navy coherer''), has a place of choice in the textbooks of history because it was used in 1901 by Marconi for the first transatlantic communication. Although Marconi claimed its invention in 1901, it soon appeared that he had taken the work of somebody else. Paolo Castelli was rapidly acknowledged for the invention [64] [ Fig. 8(a) ], but it was eventually found that Jagadish Chandra Bose [65] was the first to report results on this detector in 1899. Detecting signal was possible due to the formation of an oxide film on the interface of mercury and iron [66] . Since no current-voltage data have been found by the authors, this device is not collected in Fig. 5 . The mechanical stability of the oxide layer proved to be quite unreliable, and Bose directed his researches toward Cat Whisker rectifier based on lead sulfide (Galena). This device was the first metal-semiconductor solid-state rectifier, and was patented in 1901 [ Fig. 8(b) ]. It was an inexpensive detector, easy to build from its early days, and became widely used, especially among amateurs. This detector was very sensitive but the contact became so unreliable that the operator had to constantly search for a ''spot.'' Five years later, Greenleaf W. Pickard proposed to use silicon as crystal [ Fig. 8(c) ], for yielding better reliability. High reliability was accomplished during that same year (although at the expense of sensitivity) in 1906 when Henry H. C. Dunwwody made use of carborundum [ Fig. 8(d) ], a manmade material (silicon carbide) that was used at that time as a polishing abrasive. The great advantage of the carborundum material was its density. It was so hard that the cat whisker could be firmly pressed against it, thus resulting in a very repeatable point contact [67] . This detector almost did not necessitate a new arrangement of the point contact, and could be packaged [ Fig. 8(e) ]. The U.S. Navy was prone to the Perikon detector (''PERfect pIcKard cONtact''). In the configuration shown [ Fig. 8(f) ], multiple zincite crystals were provided because of their fragility. In 1909, George Pierce found that the molybdenite-copper contact [68] was very sensitive, but still not reliable. The reliability was then found in vacuum tubes, and commercial interest in crystal rectifier progressively vanished.
Responsivity of the devices is shown in Fig. 5 in a chronological perspective. Data are derived from a comprehensive comparison of IðVÞ characteristic curves reported by Coursey [69] . The Perikon has been chosen to start the line of point-contact metal-semiconductor diodes because it had the best sensitivity-reliability tradeoff. Judging from the Schottky contact diode more globally from Fig. 5 , it can be said that it started with a much higher responsivity than other technologies. The reason is that the barrier required for rectification is easily and naturally formed at a metal-semiconductor contact (Fig. 9) , while a vast amount of process engineering has been necessary for the later technologies (based on electron tunneling). Rectification operation is described in Fig. 9 . It is interesting to note that, at that time, many believed the nonlinearities were due to the thermoelectric effect [70] , [71] .
2) Semiconductor Purity and Uniformity of Doping: Three decades passed after the Fleming patent of 1903. The sensitive vacuum tube rectifier had replaced crystal schemes in most applications and engineers believed the game was over for the point contact. Interest in crystal was still omnipresent among amateurs because the vacuum tube was expensive, and handling the whisker was an experience in itself [72] , but the aforementioned unreliability had basically killed any hope for commercial applications at that time.
In the 1930s, researchers began to invest efforts to harness higher frequencies. First, mobile applications were demanding smaller antenna, and second, World War II was approaching and centimeter-wave radar technology was expected to be a crucial technology for military systems. The bulky vacuum tubes, however, were not suitable for those applications. Mobility was limited due to the need of battery (high voltage), and more seriously, the transit time of electrons between the electrodes was restricting the operation frequency. Tubes were still ideal for the intermediate frequency (IF) chain of a superheterodyne receiver, but could not be used as a microwave mixer.
Scientists then turned their interest toward crystals to investigate their erratic and unreliable behaviors. Russell Ohl, who provided the most contributions during that period, thought that drawbacks of the cat whisker diode were caused by the impurities in crystal, more than crystal itself. As an electrochemist by education, he understood that crystals used in the detectors were not uniform, and that only a right kind of impurity would give the best responsivity. Thus, he first pushed for ultrapure crystal [73] . By 1939, silicon crystal ingot purity attained 99.8%. When ingots were polished prior to be contacted by the cat whisker, resulting rectifiers showed a behavior so reliable that any part of silicon wafer could be used to yield the same result. Searching for the right spot was no longer necessary and the point contact could be packaged, ready for rugged applications (Fig. 10) .
As can be seen in Fig. 5 , responsivity did not get improved in nearly 30 years. The Bell Laboratories diodes of 1939 were not more sensitive than molybedine-copper contacts of 1910. But as it gained in reliability, the point contact could return to commercial/military applications. . Rectification by a metal-semiconductor barrier: current is more likely to flow in case (b) than in case (a). The height of the barrier viewed from the metal is only dependent on the contact potential difference of the two materials, thus the resistance does not vary upon an external voltage. However, in (b), an external voltage will raise the electron level of the semiconductor, and the barrier height as seen from it will seem lower. The conduction current from the semiconductor to metal will then increase exponentially with the external voltage because electron energy distribution is exponential in the semiconductor, above the conduction band.
The diode rapidly became a key building element in the front-end mixer within radar systems, so precious in the wartime. Crystals were reliable but far from being perfect. Radar sensitivity was still poor due to a low mixer efficiency. With purity of a semiconductor being settled down, Ohl moved toward the improvement of the doping level. Extensive studies of silicon preparation and ion bombardment resulted in a better control of the doping process and its uniformity [74] . This led to a rapid improvement of the nonlinearity of the metal-semiconductor point contact. It enabled the mixer to improve its conversion losses and zero bias power detector to reach a higher responsivity. Fig. 11 shows the improvement of the receiver noise figure due to the improvement of the diode technology. This trend can be also observed in Fig. 5 : it was during World War II that responsivity was improved most rapidly [75] .
3) Junction-Grown Process: After World War II, research laboratories moved from early device development toward more fundamental research. Nevertheless, not much sensitivity improvement and related breakthroughs were obtained for nearly a decade. The discovery of the first transistor had generated a huge enthusiasm from which the diode fabrication had later benefited [76] . By 1951, the first grown junction transistor paved the way to the development of a junction diode. Planar epitaxial process along with existing process proved to be able to obtain a perfect and uniform interface with the right doping level [77] , [78] . As an outstanding achievement, Simon M. Sze obtained a Schottky barrier diode whose forward current followed the ideal characteristics over the height order of magnitude in current [79] . The diode forward characteristic equation at zero bias in the case of ''thermionic emission'' carrier transport is
( 1) with I s being the saturation current, n the coefficient of ideality, V the voltage applied to the junction, and V t the thermal voltage
The thermal voltage depends on absolute temperature T, electrical charge of electron q, and Boltzmann constant k B . The thermal voltage appears in the transport equation because electrons have to be thermally activated to overcome the barrier (Fig. 9) .
The achievement of planar epitaxial diodes exhibited in Fig. 5 can be compared with a manufactured point-contact diode of that time, the CV7180 [80] . After that historical milestone, manufacturers worked on the process engineering to fabricate diodes with different junction resistance [81] , [82] , with high cutoff frequency but with the same current responsivity. Therefore, as can be seen on the chronology, it is now 50 years since the Schottky diode reached its maximum current responsivity, unable to improve further its rectifying capabilities. Fig. 12 compares the current-voltage characteristics of a modern diode (SMS7630) with one of the early measurements of Perikon detector. The improvement of nonlinearity is clearly observed from the enhancement of forward-reverse asymmetry. It can be seen in Fig. 12(b) that the responsivity was optimized to be at its best for zero bias operation. The junction height is set to have a differential resistance low enough to be matched (% 5 kW). Junction capacitance (C j in the inset of Fig. 13 ) is minimized to enable operation at few gigahertz. However, note that the gigahertz operation was not new and was already possible during World War II (Fig. 11) .
B. Tunnel Diodes Based on Heavily Doped Semiconductor
With the arrival of junction diode technology in the 1950s, many scientists hoped for a way to harness tunneling transport. Tunnel effect had been known theoretically for more than two decades at that time, but yet had not been observed experimentally. Interestingly, there was a general tendency in the early days of quantum mechanics that attempted to explain any unusual effects in terms of tunneling [28] . In 1956, Leo Esaki initiated the investigation of interband tunneling (also known as internal field emission) in a heavily doped p-n Ge junction [28] . If a p-n junction is adequately doped (high donor and acceptor concentration), it is possible to degenerate the two sides of the junction and place the Fermi energies within conduction or valence band. This is shown in Fig. 14(a) . Thanks to this configuration, there is a probability of interband tunneling from the conduction band of the ntype region to the empty states of the valence band of the p-type region if an external voltage is applied [ Fig. 14(b) ]. As the external voltage increases, the p-side valence band and the n-side conduction band move away from each other [ Fig. 14(c) ], and the current tends to decrease because of the bandgap. This continues until the thermionic emission takes over the tunneling transport [ Fig. 14(d) ], when electrons naturally move across the barrier under the thermal activation. From this point, the current starts again to increase as a function of the external voltage.
The transition from increase to decrease of current as a function of voltage leads the diode to a natural negative resistance phenomenon. The first paper unveiling this negative resistance was published in 1958 ( Fig. 15) and yielded a massive impact, especially in the microwave community. Indeed, thanks to a low junction capacitance, the tunnel diode fitted naturally for microwave and millimeter-wave applications. Moreover, the tunnel diode was seen as a versatile device: for medium and large bias, it responded exactly like a Schottky diode, and could be used for mixer applications. Since, at the zero bias state, the diode was conducting (Fig. 16) , the device had a low junction resistance, and was easy to match and very nonlinear, thus very good for power detection. Over the negative resistance region, it is possible to amplify a signal, and since the device has bias points where the junction resistance tends to be infinite, the device could be used as a switch. The fuss, however, faded with the passing years, as engineers realized that better amplifiers could be achieved using transistors, better mixers, and power detectors using Schottky diode, and better switches using low-loss p-intrinsic-n (PIN) diodes. Nevertheless, in some applications requiring excellent temperature stability, tunnel diodes exhibit superior performance than their Schottky counterparts.
Recently, interest has returned in tunnel diodes, used as ''backward'' diodes (a more conductive diode in the reverse direction than in the forward direction, and optimized to hold strong nonlinearities at zero bias). It came along with the necessity to develop receivers at millimeter-wave frequency, especially for imaging applications. Above 10 GHz, Schottky diodes start to be handicapped by their junction capacitance. Since the conduction is based on thermal activation, Schottky diodes are very sensitive to temperature variation, which is a serious problem in imagery.
Since the tunneling current is not thermally activated, a tunnel diode was able to break through the thermal voltage limitation (19.4 A/W at 300 K) of Schottky diode responsivity defined in (9) . The Notre Dame University (Notre Dame, IN, USA) and Huge Research Laboratory (Malibu, CA, USA) team has recently made significant contributions [83] , [84] with results obtained in 2011 with respect to the dramatic responsivity of 23.4 A/W [85] (Fig. 5) . The band diagram of this diode is shown in Fig. 16(a) . The height of the AlSb barrier is used to prevent conduction by thermal activation in the forward direction [ Fig. 16(b) ]. The resistance variation can be seen in Fig. 16(c) . After 0.03 V, the resistance goes to infinity, which explains the increasing slope of the responsivity. Also, as predicted early [28] , the zero bias responsivity is negative for a device operating with tunneling transport. The frequency behavior can be seen in Fig. 17 . For a similar junction resistance, the junction capacitance of the tunnel diode is lower than that of the Schottky diode (Fig. 13) . For this reason, the backward diode has better frequency performances. 
C. Tunnel Junction Based on MIM Structure
Back in 1927, when there were no means to prove it, a theoretical basis for tunneling transport was already proposed and established in place. First, it considered the simple case of an insulator sandwiched between two conductors [such as in Fig. 18(a) ] [87] , [88] . It is thus interesting to note that the first demonstration (Esaki) involved semiconductors.
In fact, an insulating barrier favorable to tunneling should be made very thinVin the order of tens of atom layers, which is extremely difficult to fabricate. By contrast, there is no need to fabricate a thin layer in the Esaki tunnel diode because the tunneling takes place through the bandgap (Fig. 14) , which is naturally present in the Esaki configuration.
With the advances of fabrication and processing technology, it was becoming possible in the 1960s to build MIM junctions. Very thin insulator barrier of the order of few nanometers was achieved by a thin film deposition, which guaranteed a better control of the insulating layer over the point contact technology. It became rapidly evident that very low junction capacitance could be obtained, thus surpassing the submillimeter wave capabilities of highly doped tunnel diodes. As early as 1974, a MIM diode used as a mixer at 88 THz was reported [90] , while the frequency of 148 THz was reached the following year [91] .
As for Fig. 5 , we chose to start the MIM timeline with the work of Brinkman [92] , one of the first MIM diodes to show a significant responsivity at zero bias. The conductance-voltage characteristic of such a junction is reported in Fig. 19 .
There are two transport mechanisms that mainly occur in an MIM structure, namely, the tunneling and thermal activation (thermionic emission; also called the Schottky effect). Depending on the temperature, thickness, and barrier height of the insulating layer, either mechanism predominates. If [85] and [86] ).
the barrier is high and thin enough, tunneling would prevail. As explained by Simmons [89] , the probability of an electron to tunnel through the insulator bandgap depends exponentially on the distance it has to cover. Since this distance changes linearly as a function of the applied voltage, the current varies exponentially with the bias voltage.
It is then understandable that, in a symmetric MIM structure [such as in Fig. 18(a) ], the exponential variation will be identical for both bias polarities, resulting in a minimum conductance at zero bias. Since the responsivity varies as a function of the derivative of the conductance, the responsivity at V ¼ 0 is null. In an asymmetric MIM, the barrier is trapezoidal [such as in Fig. 18(b) ]. Therefore, the tunneling is favored in one direction, which results in an asymmetry of the conductance. In the case of Fig. 19 , the zero responsivity point (ZRP) is offset at about 30 mV.
As can be seen in Fig. 5 , major improvements of MIM diode have appeared during the last 15 years. In fact, many works have been carried out to find out a right combination of materials, as well as to refine the quality of the insulating layer. For the former task, the methodology presents some similarities with the investigations of the early 1900s on cat whisker diodes. As for the later task, it consists in growing (with reproducibility) pinhole-free uniform insulating layer and high-quality metal interface. Those two tasks were tedious but the work of the early years finally paid off. That is why the MIM responsivity increased quasi-exponentially over the past years (Fig. 5) . Among the MIM technology milestones, those reported in [96] . The highest zero bias responsivity (reported in 2013) was achieved using a Nb/Nb 2 O 5 /Pt structure, in a joint collaboration between the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (Adelphi, MD, USA), the Colorado School of Mines (Golden, CO, USA), and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, (Golden, CO, USA) [97] . The later diode characteristics are reported in Fig. 20(a) , and its IðVÞ curve is compared to the curve measured by Brinkman et al. [92] in 1970, in order to show a large progress in nonlinearity. Fig. 20(b) shows the current responsivity, which is about 15 A/W at zero bias. The differential resistance is similar to that of a high barrier Schottky diode, whose high zero bias resistance (20 kW/cm 2 ) may not be appropriate for an RF energy-harvesting circuit.
In [97] , the characteristics of the MIM diode were judiciously measured at two different temperatures for two barrier thicknesses in order to sort out tunneling effect and thermionic emission in the devices. Those results are worth a good discussion in this review because they help understand the transport mechanism and hence the rectification: measuring a diode device at low temperature is of great interest because it reduces the thermal activation so much that the quantum tunneling transport dominates. The distinction between the two modes of transport can also be made from the measurement of different barrier thicknesses as a thicker barrier would limit the tunneling possibilities.
The tunneling transport dominates in the low-temperature measurement in Fig. 21(a) . It is very instructive to see that the current-voltage characteristics are quite symmetric. At high temperature, since the contribution of thermionic emission becomes significant, it can be seen that the asymmetry is more pronounced. As stated by Brinkman, the difference in barrier height is used by both transports, but in this case, it is connected to a greater effect by thermal activation. When the barrier thickness is increased, as is the case in Fig. 21 (b) (15 nm), the reverse current is heavily restrained, which further enhances the zero bias responsivity. For this same diode, however, it can be seen in the lowtemperature measurement that the barrier is so thick that tunneling is extinguished. As a conclusion, to obtain this best zero bias responsivity MIM device, thermionic emission necessary for the asymmetry has been enhanced at the expense of the tunneling transport.
The MIM structures are promising because they can be easily integrated with CMOS technologies. The zero bias responsivity is now close to that of Schottky diodes (Fig. 5 ) although more investigations are necessary to lower the zero bias resistance. Multiple insulator structures are also being investigated as they could reach similar zero bias responsivity with tunneling as the predominant transport. Those investigations are important because an MIM diode relying too strongly on thermionic emission to achieve asymmetry might exhibit a zero bias responsivity capped by a thermal voltage such as a Schottky diode. Finally, Torrey et al. [71] proposed that MIM rectifiers might also be built with much smaller spreading resistances than metal-semiconductor rectifiers have, which could be of great interest at frequencies where parasitic components usually degrade the performances.
Neither parameter extractions nor high-frequency measurements have been done for the diode presented in [97] . Therefore, meaningful frequency-dependent RF-to-dc conversion efficiency cannot be proposed and discussed in this section.
D. Magnetic Tunnel Junction
1) Nonresonant Rectification:
Electrons have a charge and a spin whereas the carrier transport of the aforementioned three different device types and subsequently their rectification mechanisms are solely based on the charge. Mott suggested in 1936 [98] that the spin could influence the mobility of electrons in ferromagnetic material, thereby paving the way for the spin-dependent transport, as well as for the development of a new field now called Spintronics.
This field makes use of the density of states of ferromagnetic metals (see Fig. 22 ) that, unlike normal metals, have an imbalance of the spin population at the Fermi level (which carry the electrical current). As a result, the spin-up electrons and spin-down electrons are in different states and exhibit different conduction properties. Since it allows conduction in mostly one spin orientation (the other being scattered), the ferromagnetic metal acts as a ''polarizer'' and is able to lead to a spin-polarized current.
By adding a second polarizer after the first one, it is possible to create a ''spin valve,'' where the conductance of the valve will depend on the magnetic orientation of the two ferromagnetic layers. As demonstrated by Fert et al. [35] , [99] , the ferromagnetic layers should be separated from each other by a thin nonmagnetic metal or insulator. In the latter case, the device becomes a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), as electrons have to tunnel (the tunneling process conserves the spin) the insulator to reach the second ferromagnetic layer (Fig. 23) .
It is with an MTJ that Jullière was able to observe the first evidence of a spin-dependent transport, four decades after the Mott predictions [100] . For this, Jullière measured the ratio of resistance of the junction in parallel and antiparallel states. If spin flip (spin changing direction) is neglected during the transport, the MTJ can be seen as two independent channels: one for spin-up and the other for spin-down.
The tunnel transport can be simply described as follows: for the parallel case (the P state) of Fig. 23(a) , in the ''spin-down channel'' the electron tunnels easily because the density of the state at the Fermi level is large in both electrodes (the probability of tunneling is proportional to the product of the density of states). As a result, the channel exhibits a low resistance. In contrast, as for the ''spin-up channel,'' the spin-up states are almost completely filled, meaning that electrons will have a low tunneling probability, thus leading to a high resistance channel. Since the two channels are connected in parallel, the equivalent resistance of the MTJ is rather low in the P state [ Fig. 23(a) ].
In the antiparallel case of Fig. 23(b) , spin-up and spindown electrons in each channel will have difficulty to find free states to tunnel. As a result, less electrons can globally tunnel the structure, and the AP state resistance is higher. This is mostly valid for zero bias because a spin mixing due to spin-flip scattering tends to reduce the spin current polarization as the tunneling current increases under external bias. The spin mixing comes also from electron-magnon scattering, which is temperature dependent. The resulting AP state resistance behavior is of a high zero bias resistance that rapidly decreases and becomes close to that of the P state classical tunnel behavior. This phenomenon is extremely interesting for rectification applications because the tunneling effect and the spin mixing sums up to create more nonlinearities. At zero bias, the difference of resistance between the parallel and antiparallel states is characterized by the tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR).
A spin-dependent tunneling structure is very challenging to fabricate because any structural defect in the multilayer will provoke spin-independent scattering that will cancel the spin-dependent scattering inside the ferromagnetic layers. In this condition, the first reliable MTJ at ambient temperature was reported only in 1995 [102] using amorphous alumina as an insulating layer. But the decisive and breakthrough technological step was appended in 2004 when single crystal MTJ with MgO barrier started to get fabricated with high room temperature TMR [103] . Very high structural quality was attainable with MgO barrier, and it marked the beginning of a modern MTJ era. MTJ was integrated few years afterwards in hard disk drive, which hugely gained in both capacity and density and was eventually able to reach terabytes of capacity. MTJ is also used as magnetic random access memory (MRAM). It is expected that this nonvolatile memory technology will eventually become universal and be integrated in most of the computer architecture [104] .
The first significant spindiode responsivity is indicated on the diode evolution graph (as illustrated in Fig. 5 ). It was reported in 2005 by a joint team of the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) of Tsukuba (Tsukuba, Japan), the Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST; Kawaguchi, Japan), the Osaka University (Osaka, Japan), and Canon ANELVA Corporation (Tokyo, Japan). It makes use of a MgO barrier of 0.85 nm [105] and exhibits a responsivity of 0.01 A/W at zero bias, although the authors did not mention this application.
In a study of 2012, it was proposed that the natural nonlinearity of current-voltage characteristics could be harnessed for rectification. This study conducted by a joint team of the Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal (Montreal, QC, Canada), Everspin Technologies (Chandler, AZ, USA), and the University of Manitoba (Winnipeg, MB, Canada) reported a zero bias responsivity of 0.08 A/W. It should be mentioned that the MTJ samples of this work were not designed for rectification but were only optimized for use in the development of MRAM memory [52] , [101] . Characteristics of an Everspin device are reported in Fig. 24 . The zero bias responsivity is not sufficient for electromagnetic power harvesting, but none of those devices have been yet optimized to maximize the zero bias nonlinearities, so it is difficult to evaluate what value can be expected. The RðVÞ can be seen as still very symmetric [ Fig. 24(b) ], suggesting that there is a room for improvements. Also, the spin-dependent transport brings one more degree of freedom in the rectification mechanisms: the nonlinearities are achieved by tunneling and spin mixing. A priori, there is hence no reason for the responsivity to be limited by the thermal voltage.
The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 25 . According to [52] , it is derived from the small signal circuit model of a classical diode with few specificities related to the presence of ferromagnetic metal: junction inductance L j , interfacial capacitance C i , and interfacial resistance R i . The effects of the junction inductance appear above 100 GHz, and can thus be neglected in the case of an RF energy harvesting. At gigahertz frequencies, the interfacial capacitance is the main limiting element, with the same low-pass effect seen on other diodes because of junction capacitance. C i and R i are used to model the spin-dependent screening effect at the interface of ferromagnet/insulator [106] , [107] . In fact, much attention is usually directed to the interfacial resistance, as is quite uncommon for a diode to have a parasitic capacitance in series with a resistance. It accounts for the spin-dependent voltage drop at the interface, and has a very useful impact on the frequency behavior. In the equivalent circuit of a classical diode, the impedance of parasitic branch ðCjÞ drops toward zero as frequency increases. When the impedance of the parasitic branch becomes low as compared to the impedance of the junction, the RF current does not pass through the junction anymore, and cannot be rectified. In a spindiode, the impedance of parasitic branch (Ci and Ri) drops toward R i , which, as an effect, stops the declining of performance, as can be seen in Fig. 25 . It is not clear how the fabrication process impacts the interfacial resistance but, if the value could be engineered to be higher than the junction resistance, the parasitic effect would be erased below 100 GHz.
2) Spin-Torque Diode Effect: There is another thrilling effect in MTJ: it was found 20 years ago that a spin-polarized current (''polarized'' by the first layer) could induce a magnetic excitation in the second layer, and even reverse its magnetization. Therefore, the RF current can impact the magnetization of the second layer, which causes a change of resistance in time. When the RF corresponds to the natural frequency of the MTJ, the RF current makes the spin valve resistance changing synchronously with the RF signal, which provokes a stronger resistance change (from the AP state resistance to the P state resistance in one RF period). A very recent publication of Osaka University (Osaka, Japan) and the Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (Tsukuba, Japan) has reported a very high ''spin-torque effect'' [108] of 2.1 A/W at nearly 1.6 GHz, under zero current bias condition, which has been placed in Fig. 5 . It should be noted that the spintorque effect is largely frequency dependent (Fig. 26) . Therefore, it might not be suitable for broadband RF energy harvesting, but perfectly fit with narrow matching conditions often seen in the design of basic RF energy harvesters.
IV. METRICS FOR RECTIFICATION DEVICE
The device's variation of resistance as a function of input signal (ideally 0 W in one polarity and þ1 for the other polarity) is known to be the key factor toward an effective RF-to-dc energy conversion. The most common method to evaluate rectification was used in the early development of rectennas at Ratheon (Waltham, MA, USA) [109] and later improved at Texas A&M University (College Station, TX, USA) [110] and at Shanghai Jiao Tong University (Shanghai, China) [111] . It has been also used recently for the harmonically terminated rectifier design at the University of Colorado [112] . It is employed when the variation of junction resistance is so high that the diode can be considered as a switch. This approach holds for high input power only, ideally when the input voltage is in the order of the breakdown voltage of the diode. However, for a low input power, which is the case in ambient electromagnetic energy-harvesting operation, the rectification is better described with the nonlinearity analysis, which is a formalism similar to the one used to analyze the detection process in a diode. Those methods are quite old and were nicely redeveloped in [113] and [114] . They were adapted in [52] for RF-to-dc power conversion. Some details of this analysis are reported here to provide a comprehensive understanding of the mechanism. frequency-dependent RF-to-dc conversion efficiency normalized to the low-frequency value of the spindiode described in Fig. 24 and reported in Fig. 5 . The interfacial capacitance is 0.88 pF, the interfacial resistance is 272 W, the junction inductance is 0.275 nH, the series resistance is 1 W, the junction capacitance is 10 fF, and the junction resistance is 890 W (data from [52] ). Throughout this section, the idealized general circuit of Fig. 27 will be considered.
The analysis begins with the conversion itself, which appends in R j , the nonlinear junction resistance. The current voltage characteristics are expanded in power series about the bias voltage operating point V b . To simplify the notation, i and v are the current flowing through and the voltage across the junction resistance
Since the low-power harvester should not be dependent on an external dc source, there is no external bias voltage. But as the diode will rectify the RF power, the rectified voltage will change the operating point (self-bias). 
As can be seen, the nonlinearities of the junction resistance spread the RF power through the harmonics. In this analysis, it will be considered that the rectifier is harmonically terminated [112] and that no power is dissipated in the harmonics k! 0 , with k ! 2 a positive integer. The RF power at the pulsation ! 0 that is absorbed by junction resistance P R j j !¼! 0 is calculated as the averaged product of the RF voltage v ! 0 and RF current i ! 0 (which is in (4), third line):
where T is the period of the continuous-wave (CW) input RF signal. The rectifying capabilities of a device are usually quantified with the current responsivity < I
where i sc j !¼0 is the dc short circuit current [the term in the second line in (4)] resulting from the rectification. When a nonlinear device is driven with a low input power, the rectified current varies linearly to the RF power. In this case (square law regime), the current responsivity is constant and equal to the quadratic responsivity < I 0 . The quantity D accounts for the deviation from the linear detection. The advantage of the quadratic current responsivity < I 0 is that it can be predicted from the current-voltage characteristics, by substituting P R j j !¼! 0 through (5) 
The low-level current responsivity < I 0 sometimes referred to as 0 is commonly used by a manufacturer to describe the diode detection performances. In the case of the Schottky diode, assuming a perfect coefficient of ideality ðn ¼ 1Þ, the low-level current responsivity is limited by the thermal voltage defined in (2)
In the following, it will be considered that D ¼ 1 for more clarity. The approximation is valid since the harvested power level is usually low. For a higher level, one would just have to consider the real value of D. The current i sc j !¼0 can be converted to a Thévenin equivalent voltage source
with R j the junction resistance. Then, the dc flowing in the load R L (the dotted part in Fig. 27 ) is
with R s the series resistance of the diode. The total dc power Pj !¼0 generated by the nonlinearities of the junction resistance is dissipated in the load ðP L j !¼0 Þ as well as in the junction resistance and series resistance of the nonlinear device ðP G j !¼0 Þ
Using (11), the power dissipated in the load can be then rewritten
At ! 0 , the diode parasitic components, such as the junction capacitance C j and the series resistance R s , as well as the reflection losses prevent the input power of the rectifier P ANT j !¼! 0 , usually flowing from an antenna, from fully reaching at the junction [110] , [113] 
where M is the matching efficiency. The rectifier conversion efficiency can be then written using R s ( R j (which is usually the case) and
The efficiency obtained in (15) is compared to the SPICE simulation in Fig. 28 . It can be seen that the model describes well the trends at medium power, while its prediction becomes more accurate at lower power, where the efficiency is linearly power dependent. Efficiency described in (15) will be only compressed at higher power, which means that it can be used to compare the different rectifiers described in Section III.
The devices are then reported in Fig. 29 along with the plot of (15) for different input frequencies, all in the case of M ¼ 1. The conversion mechanism can be well identified in the figure and can be described in the following way: the responsivity lifts the efficiency depending on the rectifier nonlinearities while the parasitics tend to diminish it at higher frequency. Therefore, the fundamental parameter for RF-to-dc conversion is the current responsivity, which is the reason why it is chosen as a central metric of the evolution of technology (Fig. 5) . The junction resistance, however, has a completely different impact depending on the operating frequency and the junction capacitance. Therefore, the choice of the junction resistance should be closely dependent on frequency.
There is another factor that the junction resistance will influence: the matching efficiency M . Because of the high impedance of the diode, a part of the RF energy received by the antenna might be reflected back. This behavior is quantified by reflection coefficient 0 (see Fig. 27 ). To avoid this loss, a matching circuit should be used, but this operation can in some cases induce its own losses [115] . It can be understood easily with a simple stage matching case, for which the matching efficiency can be written
where Q is the matching network quality factor and Q c is the net component quality factor. The matching network consists in a circuit that would affect the propagation with the aim to cancel the reflected wave. This circuit is very similar to a resonator, whose quality factor directly depends on the initial unmatched reflection coefficient Q ¼ f ð 0 Þ. But the components that are used to build this circuit are not perfect, and their intrinsic losses can affect the matching circuit performances. The net component quality factor is used to describe this nonideality: Q c ¼ f ð1=R c Þ with R c the equivalent parasitic resistance of those components. To maximize the matching efficiency, Q ( Q c should be satisfied. Since R c depends on the circuit technology that is constrained in most cases, the designer would prefer to limit the reflection 0 . For the simple case of a 50-W antenna [116] , it can be written
Data are plotted in Fig. 29 . The previous analysis explains well why SMS 7630 is the most successfully used low barrier Schottky diode today for the development of gigahertz-frequency electromagnetic energy-harvesting circuits. This is because it has the right zero bias junction resistance with a limited junction capacitance to operate at low gigahertz range. It has an initial reflection coefficient of 0.97, which is close to the maximum coefficient that is generally possible to match with a low-loss condition. In the hypothetical case of a negligible junction capacitance, going for a larger junction resistance would mean to result in a higher initial reflection coefficient that could be matched only at the expense of a lower efficiency. As a conclusion, for a given technology and a junction capacitance, there is an optimum junction resistance for each operating frequency.
V. PERSPECTIVES
The future of rectifier technology promises to be thrilling. The diode landscape as we know it is about to change. The past decades have been monotonous: the Schottky diode has ruled alone. Since the maximum responsivity has already been reached now, no major changes could be expected with the current technology set. However, we are going to witness a situation never encountered before. The chronological chart clearly suggests a disruptive game change observable for the near future. The backward diodes have already surpassed the Schottky diodes, and if the current trend continues, the MIM and spindiode will soon do the same. It is hard to say which one is going to dominate. Nevertheless, the certainty is that the performance of RF energy harvester would fully benefit from this technological competition. The major impact is that it will become possible to harvest and convert low-level energy that is not harvestable today. Let us summarize the main points of each technology to walk us through their strengths and weaknesses.
A. Schottky Diode
Although the Schottky diode had basically reached its maximum responsivity a long time ago, it will certainly be important in the next decades. Its technology is by far the most matured. Processes are well established and reliable, meaning that the device will continue to be available at low cost. Some groups are still working on the development of Schottky devices to obtain lower junction resistance and lower junction capacitance. Those features will be useful for millimeter-wave applications. Unfortunately, they will have very little impact on the RF energy-harvesting development [117] , [118] .
B. Backward Tunnel (Esaki) Diode
The tunnel diode has never been a commercial success, although rectification mechanisms are very elegant. As a matter of fact, it is the technology of the best rectifier ever built up. Research on the tunnel diode largely benefitted from PN diode technologies, and large-scale production of the ''top diode'' should be possible in the same foundries. It is expected that responsivity of the tunnel diode will continue to grow slowly. A responsivity of nearly 35 A/W has been predicted in 1967 [119] , but this limit is dependent on which semiconductor is used. As has been shown before, the junction capacitance is very low, ensuring that no parasitics will affect the RF performances. This diode is probably the best short-term device that would help RF energy harvested to enhance their low-power conversion.
C. MIM Diode
Simple tunnel junction MIM diodes have never been manufactured or commercialized at a large scale. However, since the device makes use of only metal and insulator material, it is expected that the fabrication cost would be competitive. Intensive work is still necessary to improve and enhance the responsivity. The most challenging task will be to build a barrier that is not fully dependent on thermal activation. Otherwise, the device would not be able to pass through the thermal voltage limitation of common Schottky diodes. In this direction, the double insulator technology carries a much anticipated hope [96] .
D. Spindiodes (MTJ)
The MTJ technology using MgO barrier is only ten years old, but it is already manufactured for massive MRAM applications. Although the fabrication process of spindiode is very complex, spindiode can benefit from a large market of MRAM that could guarantee an easy fabrication, eventually at a lower cost. From the understanding of rectification mechanisms, MTJ is clearly favored by the spin-dependent transport, and even if actual responsivity is very low because of a weak nonlinearity with the current spindiode samples available to us, a high responsivity is expected if the spindiode can be engineered to meet the requirements of nonlinearity. In some cases, the spintorque diode effect could also provide a step further to reach higher performances. As for parasitic limitations, research efforts on interfacial resistance are expected to play a positive role in improving the frequency behavior.
E. Improvement of Efficiency by Using Different Sources
Energy harvesters are used to power various devices, in particular mobile and wireless devices. Generally speaking, there is no reason to limit harvesting to only one electromagnetic RF ambient power if other sources are abundantly available. Other energy can be found in the form of kinetic, chemical, or other electromagnetic sources (heat radiation, sun, etc.). Therefore, the future of energy harvesting could be determined by our ability to make those energies interacting and exchanged in order to improve efficiency. This is a typical hybrid approach, which has found many successful stories today such as hybrid vehicles.
VI. CONCLUSION
The high performance of an RF-to-dc conversion circuit or system depends mostly on the performance of its involved rectifier. In turn, the performance of this rectifier is depending on the magnitude of resistance variation (nonlinearity) of the device involved. Potential barriers along with thermionic emission have been the first mechanism to be successfully harnessed, and used at a large scale in the Schottky diode. The limitation of a thermionic emission-based rectification, namely the thermal voltage, was reached 50 years ago. Since then, Schottky diode technologies have not evolved much. In the past decades, other technologies have emerged and are now about to challenge the superiority of the decades-old technology. Tunnel diodes, MIM diodes, and MTJ all have the possibility to surpass the Schottky diode, which will in turn open a new avenue for low-power energy harvesting limited today by the thermal voltage restrictions. In addition, those emerging diode technologies will also change the landscape of future electronic circuits and systems as they present many promising and interesting features in the design and development of nonlinear devices such as future low-power transceiver research and innovations. h
